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DFT modeling of the relative affinity of nitrogen ligands for trivalent

f elements: an energetic point of vieww

Laurence Petit,ab Claude Daul,c Carlo Adamob and Pascale Maldivi*a

In many theoretical studies dealing with the selective complexation of trivalent actinides with

respect to trivalent lanthanides, the method of calculation is assessed by comparing computed

geometries with crystal structures that are often available. Yet, the selectivity is better rationalized

through thermodynamic data, as enthalpy and entropy terms. In this article, we have theoretically

modeled competing complexation reactions of [Ce(terpy)3]
3+, [U(terpy)3]

3+, [Ce(MeBTP)3]
3+ and

[U(MeBTP)3]
3+ systems (terpy = 2,20:60200-terpyridine; MeBTP = methyl-2,6-di(1,2,4-triazin-

3-yl)pyridine) within the framework of the Density Functional Theory. Our calculations manage

to qualitatively account for the experimental relative stabilities of terpy and MeBTP complexes,

and in particular for the better coordinating strength of MeBTP for trivalent uranium. We also

show by comparing the MeBTP ligand with its non-alkylated form (HBTP) that model systems

often used in quantum chemistry must be carefully chosen when energetic comparisons are

undertaken.

Introduction

The increasing amount of radioactive waste due to the in-

tensification of nuclear energy programs has created a strong

incentive to study means to partition minor trivalent actinides

(americium and curium) from trivalent lanthanides Ln. A

promising avenue is to identify extractants suited to complex

selectively actinides from lanthanides, and then to allow the

subsequent transmutation of actinides into short-lived

elements. Yet, such a separation process has proved difficult

because of the close similarities between trivalent actinide and

lanthanide chemical properties, e.g. similar size and reactivity.

Their slight differences in hardness (Pearson Hard and Soft

Acid Base principle1) make actinides more prone to develop

covalent interactions with soft ligands, and thus provide an

attractive solution for An/Ln separation.2–5

Ligands bearing soft S, P and N atoms have been exten-

sively studied (see for instance ref. 6–11). Tridentate nitrogen

molecules were found to feature very good extracting proper-

ties,7,12–16 and in particular the so-called RBTP (alkylated 2,6-

di(1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)pyridine) was identified as the most selec-

tive nitrogen ligand to date.7,15 An effort was made to deter-

mine the role of different chemical parameters like

substituents, ligand concentration, solvent or number of

nitrogen atoms onto the extraction efficiency. Such studies,

usually based on structural comparisons between actinide and

lanthanide complexes, have been enriched by several thermo-

dynamic works.17–24 The exploited techniques—e.g. micro-

calorimetry, spectrophotometry, NMR and mass spectro-

scopies—have reached sufficient accuracy to differentiate

americium and curium behavior from that of lanthanides.

They provide a better comprehension of extraction mechan-

isms by making out the different contributions involved in the

complexation process. The entropy contribution was found to

be high, in particular for 1 : 1 complexes of MeBTP. Enthalpy

terms have also been determined and proved to be strength-

ened for minor actinides (americium and curium), which was

assumed to be in line with a greater amount of covalency

within the metal–ligand bond.17,25

In this regard, we have recently discussed the reasons of

BTP efficiency on the basis of quantum chemistry calcula-

tions,26 showing that donation on curium d and f orbitals may

act as a determining factor in its selective complexation to

BTP. Theoretical calculations can indeed help in interpreting

experimental findings by providing tools for a detailed

description of the metal–ligand bond.26–38 However, they

should not be analyzed without a direct comparison with

experiments whereas experimental data are rather scarce,

especially for heavy trivalent actinides. To date, theoretical

studies dedicated to trivalent rare earth complexes have thus

been mainly applied to structural data, with very satisfying

agreements, but other computational analyses, and notably

energetic analyses, have seldom been validated.39–41 Yet, even

though structural parameters can account for covalency

effects, they cannot differentiate systems on the basis of their

relative stability. Only energetic data—complexation con-

stants, free energies—can provide such information and are

thus useful to explain the observed selectivity in actinide/

lanthanide extractions.
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Among recent studies, experiments conducted by Berthet

et al. are particularly interesting because they offer the oppor-

tunity to confront quantum chemistry bonding energy trends

with experimental data. They have indeed considered the

relative affinity of terpy (2,20:60200-terpyridine) and MeBTP

(methyl-2,6-di(1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)pyridine) ligands (see Fig. 1)

for cerium(III) and uranium(III) by 1H NMR competition

experiments.23 Three reactions, as listed in Fig. 2, are of special

interest: the better coordinating ability of MeBTP than terpy

for trivalent 4f and 5f cations is illustrated in the first two

reactions for which the 1 : 3 metal to MeBTP complex is

formed quantitatively at the expense of terpyridine systems for

both cerium(III) and uranium(III). The last reaction reveals that

MeBTP is more selective for actinide cations (uranium) than

for lanthanides (cerium) since the Ce(III) MeBTP complex is

evident only after all 1 : 3 uranium systems have been formed.

To rationalize these experimental trends, we have performed

energetic calculations with the Density Functional Theory.

The [Ce(terpy)3]
3+, [U(terpy)3]

3+, [Ce(MeBTP)3]
3+ and

[U(MeBTP)3]
3+ complexes have been considered, focusing

first on the relative affinities of the ligands for f elements and

next on their selectivities towards actinides. It is also a way to

compare two of the major nitrogen ligands involved in f

elements speciation considering their experimental 1 : 3 co-

ordination mode. In particular, the relevance of model sys-

tems, often used in calculations, is discussed within the

framework of energetic analyses. We comment on the role of

alkyl moieties by comparing [M(HBTP)3]
3+ and

[M(MeBTP)3]
3+ systems (M = Ce, U).

We would like to emphasize that our results are based on a

bonding analysis, following an energetic decomposition

scheme. Within this approach, we focus on the energetic effects

that give insights into the association between the metal and

the ligand. Neither entropy nor vibrational terms are assessed

as in a regular thermodynamic calculation. In no case can

calculated values thus be directly compared with experimental

thermodynamic data. Complete thermodynamic calculations

are underway, but are obviously more complex to deal with

for such large systems. Nevertheless, we show that the bonding

and orbital analyses already allow a qualitative agreement

with experimental trends to reached,42 and the relative selec-

tivity and affinity to be understood. Within this context, the

bonding analysis is a well-adapted method because the com-

plexes under study combine several advantages. Experimen-

tally, uranium complexes exhibit lower metal–ligand distances

than cerium systems.23 This suggests that the difference of

selectivity between cerium and uranium is not only related to

solvent effects. As we will see below, covalency effects are

indeed marked while being appreciably different between

cerium and uranium complexes, so the energetic decomposi-

tion approach is expected to be fine enough to characterize

these differences. Finally, as both metals feature the same 1 : 3

metal to ligand stoichoimetry, we can assume that the entropy

term is roughly the same, and thus that it has little influence on

relative complexation trends.

Computational details

All calculations were performed with the ADF package (pro-

gram release 2004.01).43–45 The theoretical treatment of triva-

lent f elements complexes with ADF has been several times

investigated.29,33,46,47 Density Functional Theory was found to

be an effective tool for the description of ground states of the

f-elements when applied with the scalar relativistic ZORA

approach and the Becke–Perdew GGA functional.48 In recent

papers, the DFT approach was also found to properly repro-

duce experimental thermodynamic trends, whereas post

Hartree–Fock methods (CASPT2, MP2) were required to

reach a better quantitative agreement.40,49 The use of such

advanced methods for our complexes is obviously too cumber-

some. In as far as we are only concerned with reproducing

energetic effects qualitatively, the DFT route is thus quite

relevant.

Multideterminantal calculations46,50 have shown that rare

earth compounds generally present a near degeneracy of their f

levels, resulting in a weak field configuration for all complexes,

namely doublet for CeIII and quartet for UIII. Spin–orbit

coupling does not significantly influence ground state proper-

ties (geometry and frequency), even for open-shell sys-

tems.46,51,52 In contrast, several studies have shown that it

can decrease reaction energies when the charge distribution is

strongly modified.53 In our systems, the number and the

nature of open-shells orbitals are the same in the bare cation

and in the complex, so we can assume that spin–orbit effects

will roughly compensate one another. As already mentioned in

the introduction, absolute DE values are not meaningful, and

spin–orbit coupling was thus not taken into account. Adapted

Fig. 1 terpy (2,20:60200-terpyridine, top) and RBTP [methyl-2,6-

di(1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)pyridine, bottom] referred to as HBTP if R = H

and MeBTP if R = Me.

Fig. 2 Experimental competition reactions (ref. 23, py: pyridine).
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triple-z plus two polarization functions STO basis sets (only

one polarization function for f elements) were used for the

description of the valence part of all atoms and we kept their

core frozen up to 4d/5d for lanthanides/actinides, and 1s for

remaining carbon and nitrogen atoms.

The energy of the complexation reaction M3+ + 3 L -

[M(L)3]
3+ can be divided into three terms:54

DEcx = DEprep + DEbonding + DEint-3L

DEprep is referred as the preparatory energy needed to promote

the metal and the ligands from their equilibrium geometry to

that in the complex. As long as we are dealing with gas phase

calculations, the preparatory energy for the cation M3+

cancels. In solution, there are of course solvation effects that

are of importance but they should not influence the relative

ligand affinity (eqn (1) and (2) in Fig. 2). Moreover, Berthet

et al.23 have suggested that the affinity and selectivity of the

ligands should be related to covalency effects, and for this

reason we have focused on the bonding energy DEbonding.

DEbonding is the energy of interaction between the metal and

the ligands taken in the complex equilibrium geometry.

The ADF package supplies an energetic decomposition of

DEbonding into chemically meaningful contributions. Such an

analysis is based on the transition-state method developed by

Ziegler and co-workers.55 To sum up, the three ligands L in

their optimized position within the complex are introduced as

a single fragment (3L), and the interaction of such a fragment

(3L) with the metal center is studied. Note in particular that,

since the ligand is described by only one fragment, we get rid

of the interaction between the 3 ligands DEint-3L which must be

assessed separately. In this manner, we only focus on the

metal–ligand interaction. This total bonding energy DEbonding

is then partitioned into:

DEsteric is the so-called steric interaction energy between the

metal and the 3 ligands and DEorb is the orbital contribution to

the metal–ligand bonds. Note that the steric and the orbitals

energy values are meaningless and only their relative trend is

to be analyzed. In spite of its name, DEsteric should not be

mistaken for the steric repulsive interaction due to bulky

systems. Within the scheme of the bonding analysis, it actually

arises from the sum of two contributions: DEPauli and DEelec.

DEPauli is the electronic repulsion due to the Pauli principle

and is always destabilizing (DEPauli 4 0). It comes from the

orthonormalization of the wave function of [ML3]
3+ built

from the orbitals of fragments M3+ and L3. The other

contribution, DEelec, is the stabilizing (DEelec o 0) electrostatic

energy between the metal and the ligand fragment (3L). It is

based on the coulomb interaction between the frozen densities

of each fragment. On the whole, the steric energy does not take

into account any relaxation effect of the electronic density. The

relaxation is included in the orbital term DEorb that can be also

divided into two terms. First, it includes a polarization term

DEpol caused by the reorganization of the metal and ligand

electronic densities during the complexation process. Co-

valency may also appear if the metal and ligands orbitals

overlap. Unfortunately, DEpol and DEcov cannot be quantified

separately and only DEorb can be calculated. When dealing

with high-symmetry systems, donation and backdonation can

in principle be separated through a partitioning of the orbital

energy into the contributions from distinct irreducible repre-

sentations. This analysis cannot be performed for our com-

plexes because, in agreement with the experimental structure,

there is no symmetry. Finally, the Basis Set Superposition

Error (BSSE) was assessed on HBTP complexes and was

found to be low enough (E0.3 eV) in comparison to the

computed DE values.

Berthet et al.23 have carried out their reactions in pyridine

and acetonitrile without any strong coordinating counter-ion

in order to favor the 1 : 3 metal to ligand ratio. Note however

that, whereas such a stoichiometry is effectively found for

RBTP complexes under extraction conditions,15,19,56,57 terpy

generally presents lower and variable stoichiometries with f

elements.23,58 Yet, this 1 : 3 coordination mode is interesting

therein for three main reasons. First, it has been clearly

characterized23 so no assumption has to be made in this

regard. It also excludes counter-ion from the first coordination

sphere whereas several theoretical works have shown that,

when counter-ions are present within the first coordination

shell, the nature of the metal–ligand bond can be strongly

affected.31,59,60 Finally, both cerium and uranium complexes

present the same coordination sphere, and solvent effects

should be rather similar. Therefore, as far as we are interested

in relative trends, it is not useful to take them into account.

Even so, a test was performed with the continuum dielectric

solvent model (e = 12.4 for pyridine) COSMO (COnductor

like Screening Model),61–63 as implemented in the ADF pack-

age. Following a previous work,64 atomic radii were taken

from literature65 with a scaling factor of 0.833 (rLa = 2.32;

rN = 1.61; rC = 1.70; rH = 1.35). Results for the

[La(MeBTP)3]
3+ complex are provided in the supporting

informationw, but no significant difference between vacuo

and pyridine media is observed.

Results

Crystal structures of terpy and MeBTP complexes23 were used

as starting points for our optimizations. For the U-MeBTP

complex, only the [U(PrBTP)3]
3+ experimental geometry was

available, so methyl substituents were introduced in place of

propyl moieties. Geometries were fully optimized and mean

M–N distances are collected in Table 1, with the experimental

reference23 mentioned in parentheses. Both terpy and MeBTP

geometries fit very well the experimental values. The mean

discrepancy is in the order of 0.02 Å, while the highest

difference does not exceed 0.06 Å. The evolution of uranium

distances to central (Nc) and lateral (Nl) nitrogen atoms is

however badly reproduced. The distance to the central nitro-

gen atom is systematically too low with respect to lateral rings.

For cerium systems, U–Nl distances are smaller than U–Nc

ones, in contrast with transition metals for which a greater

extent of covalency with the central pyridine ring has been

reported.66 But the most important observation is the
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significant shortening of U–N distances with respect to those

in cerium complexes, especially as uranium and cerium cations

are similarly sized: the mean U–N distances are indeed found

0.08 Å smaller than Ce–N in MeBTP and terpy systems, vs.

0.09 and 0.03 Å for the experimental contraction. This effect is

the main indication of a larger amount of covalency in U–N

bonds at the experimental level, and has been several times

rationalized in terms of p back-bonding interactions between

uranium 5f orbitals and the ligand p* levels.23,30,33,67–69

To better understand the balance of the different contribu-

tions at stake in the metal–ligand association, the complexa-

tion energy DEcx has been partitioned, as described in the

computational details. The preparation energy DEprep, the

ligands interaction DEint-3L and the bonding energy DEbonding

are listed in Table 2. We remind the reader that no quantitative

comparison with experimental data should be made. The

preparation energy is computed as the difference between the

energy of each ligand in the complex geometry and in its

equilibrium position. This is obviously an approximation

because solvent effects are not taken into account. Yet,

pyridine being a non-protic solvent, no drastic change between

terpy and MeBTP is expected. Actually, we only aim at

showing that discrepancies between cerium and uranium are

not significant, and thus that the preparation energy is not of

major importance in relative stabilities. Next line in Table 2,

the interaction energy DEint-3L of the 3 ligands in the complex

geometry is assessed. Differences are also found to be negli-

gible. The main discrepancies are calculated for the bonding

energy DEbonding that is to say for the interaction energy

between the metal and the ligands taken as a unique fragment.

This is the focus of the bonding analysis.

Fig. 3 (upper diagram) shows the different contributions to

the metal–ligand bond for terpy and MeBTP complexes. For

practical reason, the steric energy is displayed, but the decom-

position into the Pauli and the electrostatic terms is given in

the supplementary informationw. On the whole, MeBTP com-

plexes systematically present lower total bonding energies than

their terpy analogues, while the uranium–ligand interaction is

found to be more stabilizing than that of cerium. For the

latter, the contraction of U–N distances logically results in a

strengthening of the Pauli electronic repulsion, and explains

why uranium complexes feature lower steric terms (in absolute

value) than cerium counterparts (|D(DEsteric)| = 11.5 eV for

terpy ligand and 12.7 eV with MeBTP). Note that steric and

orbital absolute energy values have no direct chemical sig-

nificance, and only trends can be exploited. The orbital term is

also lower for uranium complexes, and thus suggests a higher

covalency. As indicated in the computational details, the

polarization effects due to the relaxation of the orbitals are

included in DEorb. In the absence of counter-ions, the high

metallic charge induces a significant polarization of the ligands

that strongly contributes to the computed orbital energies. In

particular, uranium–ligand distances are shorter than in cer-

ium complexes, and polarization must be higher therein. Since

polarization cannot be computed independently of the co-

valent part, a reliable comparison of covalency between

cerium and uranium systems is thus hindered.

As proposed by Lein et al.,54 the ratio between the electro-

static term DEelec and the orbital contribution DEorb can

provide a measure of the degree of covalency within the

metal–ligand bond. Yet, when polarization is the main con-

tribution to the orbital term as is the case here, it actually leads

to misleading values. The percentage contributions of the

orbital and electrostatic parts to the metal–ligand bond have

been computed and results are given in the supporting infor-

mation (SI3)w. They suggest that the metal–ligand bond is

mainly covalent whereas, despite slight covalent effects, the

bond should be mainly electrostatic. Moreover, no clear

distinction between the different complexes is observed.

To probe the influence of the metal cation, we have carried

out a similar bonding analysis considering the uranium cation

within the geometry of the cerium complexes and vice versa.

This should allow the energetic variations induced by the

cation to be separated from those related to the metal–ligand

distances. Results are shown in the supporting informationw.
It is interesting to note that the electrostatic term is not

affected by the metal cation within the same complex geometry

because trivalent cerium and uranium cations have a similar

ionic radius. In contrast, the polarization term may be differ-

ent as it depends on the charge distribution. Similarly, the

Pauli repulsion systematically decreases with the cerium atom

as the number of electrons is lower than for uranium. When

Ce3+ is inserted instead of uranium within the complex, Ce–N

distances are then shorter than in the equilibrium position, and

the orbital contribution is logically strengthened. In particular,

back-bonding effects increase: +0.08 |e�| with terpy, +0.09

|e�| for MeBTP. With the terpy ligand, this stabilization is

strong enough to compensate the steric term, and the Ce–N

bond of the [Ce(terpy)3]
3+ complex in the uranium geometry

is then more stabilized (DEbonding) than [Ce(terpy)3]
3+ in its

ground state. With MeBTP, structural differences between

Table 2 Evaluation of the relative stabilities for terpy and MeBTP
complexes

[Ce(terpy)3]
3+[U(terpy)3]

3+ [Ce(MeBTP)3]
3+[U(MeBTP)3]

3+

DEprep,/eV 2.10 2.31 0.10 0.67

DEint-3L/eV 1.31 1.53 1.52 1.65

DEbonding/eV �29.32 �30.62 �30.91 �31.94

DEcx/eV �25.91 �26.78 �29.29 �29.62

Table 1 Calculated metal–ligand distances for terpy, MeBTP and HBTP complexes of CeIII and UIII.a Experimental values23 are reported in
parentheses

[Ce(terpy)3]
3+ [U(terpy)3]

3+ [Ce(MeBTP)3]
3+ [U(MeBTP)3]

3+ [Ce(HBTP)3]
3+ [U(HBTP)3]

3+b

d(M–Nc)/Å 2.68 (2.662 � 0.0007) 2.56 (2.623 � 0.0002) 2.64 (2.64 � 0.002) 2.53 (2.55 � 0.002c) 2.65 2.54
d(M–Nl)/Å 2.68 (2.64 � 0.004) 2.62 (2.63 � 0.004) 2.63 (2.61 � 0.002) 2.56 (2.54 � 0.002c) 2.63 2.57

a Nc: central nitrogen atom; Nl: lateral nitrogen atom. b See ref. 26 c Experimental reference for [U(iPrBTP)3]
3+.
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uranium and cerium complexes are more pronounced and the

destabilizing steric contribution is then more important. With

both ligand however, backdonation remains systematically

higher for uranium systems. This confirms that, despite struc-

tural differences, the uranium cation is indeed more prone to

develop back-bonding interactions.

An orbital analysis, investigating how electrons are distrib-

uted between metals and ligands levels, tells us more about

covalency effects. Generally, frontier orbitals in Ln and An

complexes have a predominant f character. As far as f orbitals

are partially filled, donation and/or backdonation can occur

through a mixing with the ligand orbitals. In practice, back-

donation is assessed as the amount of the ligand vacant p*

orbitals onto the metal occupied f orbitals (4f1 for Ce and 5f3

for U). The amount of electrons retrieved by the ligand

orbitals is indicated for each complex in Fig. 4. Appreciable

backdonation is found in uranium complexes (0.59 |e�| in

[U(MeBTP)3]
3+) and to a lesser extend for cerium (0.16 |e�| in

[Ce(MeBTP)3]
3+). Differences between the MeBTP and terpy

ligands are also particularly marked. In contrast, donation on

metal vacant f and d orbitals has not been specified because

differences from one system to another are less pronounced.

Note however that donation is slightly enhanced in terpy

systems with respect to MeBTP: +0.10 |e�| on cerium 5d

levels and +0.12 |e�| for 6d(U).

Discussion

Relative coordinating ability of MeBTP vs. terpy

Reactions (1) and (2) (Fig. 2) suggest the stronger affinity of

MeBTP than terpy towards the complexation of both cerium

and uranium trivalent cations since MeBTP complexes are

Fig. 3 Energetic decomposition of the different contributions involved in the complexation process of M3+ by 3 ligands. Top: terpy vs. MeBTP.

Bottom: HBTP vs. MeBTP.

Fig. 4 Amount of backdonation (number of electrons, n. e�) for

cerium and uranium 1 : 3 complexes of terpy, MeBTP and HBTP.
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formed in preference. Our energetic calculations support this

observation (Total bonding energies, Fig. 3—upper diagram).

The interaction of cerium and uranium atoms with the MeBTP

ligand is found to be, respectively 1.59 eV/ 1.32 eV (36.70 kcal

mol�1/30.44 kcal mol�1) more stable than their terpy counter-

parts because of the strengthening of the orbital term. The

lateral pyridines within the terpyridine scaffold are replaced in

MeBTP by 1,3,5 triazines. The softer character of triazine

nitrogen atoms makes MeBTP weakly basic and enhanced

covalency is thus expected. To better understand these effects,

Fig. 5 presents the orbital diagram of ligand fragments (3L) as

they are used for the calculation of energetic data. Frontier

orbitals are very similar for the three ligands. The Highest

Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) has a s character

between nitrogen and carbon atoms (sCN) while the first

vacant orbitals (LUMOs, Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Or-

bitals) are found to be antibonding p levels. Considering that

the HOMO–LUMO gap is proportional to the absolute hard-

ness,70 the lower hardness of MeBTP with respect to terpy

clearly appears in Fig. 5. On one hand, occupied sCN levels in

terpyridine are found lower in energy than MeBTP s orbitals

because pyridine nitrogen atoms are more basic than those in

triazine rings. The interaction with the metal vacant d and f

orbitals is then stronger, which supports the better donation

found in terpy complexes. On the other hand, its p* orbitals

are moved to higher energies, reducing the possible mixing

with the metal occupied f levels, and therefore the back-

bonding magnitude (see Fig. 4). For comparison, 4d/5d and

4f/5f orbitals in cerium and uranium complexes are around

�0.4 a.u. and �0.23 a.u., respectively, that is to say below the

ligands frontier orbitals.

HBTP results are also presented since HBTP is usually

taken as a model for alkyl-BTP compounds in theoretical

studies.26,31 In MeBTP, alkyl moieties are introduced onto

BTP side arms (see Fig. 1) in order to strengthen the ligand

hydrophobicity, prerequisite for enhancing its extraction

power.3 Resistance to hydrolysis and radiolysis is also of

major concern for a potential use of BTP at the industrial

scale.15 Various studies have proved that they contribute to the

exceptional 1 : 3 stoichiometry of alkyl-BTP ligands by limit-

ing protonation and H-bonding.16,19 Neglecting alkyl groups

is thus not trivial,71 and for this reason we felt that it was

relevant to investigate HBTP and MeBTP properties.

On the whole, structural differences between HBTP and

MeBTP complexes are low. In Table 1, metal–nitrogen dis-

tances are hardly affected and electronic properties are also

comparable. Alkyl moieties have an inductive donor charac-

ter, a property several times exploited to modulate the

metal–ligand bond in cyclopentadienyl complexes of f ele-

ments.21,22 Nitrogen atoms in MeBTP are thus expected to

be more basic, which logically makes MeBTP slightly harder

than HBTP. This is consistent with the decrease of the

Fig. 5 Orbital diagram of 3L, L = HBTP, MeBTP and terpy, with corresponding localized molecular orbital pictures of HOMO (Highest

Occupied Molecular Orbital) and LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbitals). HBTP and MeBTP ligands present similar orbital patterns

and only HBTP HOMO and LUMO are thus displayed.
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HOMO/LUMO gap from MeBTP to HBTP in Fig. 5. Yet,

donation and backdonation (Fig. 4) are found to be roughly

similar for both ligands.

Actually, the main difference is observed when we focus on

the energetic analysis (see Fig. 3—lower diagram, and sup-

porting informationw). MeBTP is more basic than HBTP, and

its electrostatic interaction with the metal cation is thus

stronger. The electrostatic term is indeed higher (in absolute

values) for both cerium and uranium MeBTP complexes than

for their HBTP counterparts (|D(DEelec)| = 0.35 eV and

0.55 eV, respectively). The orbital term also increases, and in

as far as there is no strong difference of covalency between

HBTP and MeBTP (Fig. 4), this must be due to polarization

effects. On the whole, the introduction of methyl substituents

stabilizes DEbonding in MeBTP complexes of ca. 2.0 eV. It is

interesting to note that this electrostatic stabilization does not

depend on the metal center, and is only the result of the alkyl

moieties. Indeed, an attempt was made with other metals

(La, Cm) and the very same stabilization of ca. 2.0 eV for

MeBTP systems was calculated. Such electrostatic effects

participate in making MeBTP complexes more stable than

terpy systems, in agreement with experimental data.23 In

contrast, the total bonding energy of HBTP complexes is

found lower than that of terpyridine systems. As a result,

HBTP becomes inadequate when comparing ligand affinities

and it is then necessary to take the methyl moieties into

account. Note, however, that the magnitude of covalency is

roughly similar for MeBTP and HBTP complexes, and there-

fore the HBTP ligand remains a relevant model system for

qualitative comparisons of covalency effects, i.e. for the ana-

lysis of the relative selectivity for lanthanides and actinides.

This confirms the major role of alkyl moieties in actinide/

lanthanide extraction processes and proves how important the

choice of relevant model systems is.

MeBTP selectivity towards actinides

The last competition reaction presented in Fig. 2 demonstrates

the higher selectivity of MeBTP for actinides: in a mixture of

cerium and uranium salts, the uranium complex is formed in

preference while no cerium counterpart is observed. Indeed,

the computed bonding energies show a significant stabilization

of 1.03 eV (23.75 kcal mol�1) of [U(MeBTP)3]
3+ with respect

to the cerium analogue. As suggested by the shortening of

U–N distances, MeBTP selectivity is caused by stronger back-

bonding effects within uranium–ligand bonds. Fig. 4 confirms

this observation, with as many as 0.59 electrons withdrawn

from uranium to MeBTP vs. only 0.16 |e�| for cerium.

Although not present in nuclear spent fuels, trivalent ura-

nium is less radioactive and can be more easily handled than

minor actinides (americium and curium), explaining why it is

commonly used as a surrogate for americium and curium.20–24

CeriumIII has a similar ionic radius to UIII (for identical

coordination numbers) and is considered as representative of

the lanthanide series. Our energetic analysis supports the

better selectivity of MeBTP for uranium because of enhanced

backdonation. Despite this, we have previously shown that

such effects did not occur in [Cm(HBTP)3]
3+ where only

donation was observed.26 We checked that [Cm(MeBTP)3]
3+

behaved in the same way. It actually turns out that trivalent

cerium and uranium feature an atypical behavior: their f

orbitals are more diffuse than other rare-earth atoms, which

logically increases their interaction with surrounding ligands.

They are indeed almost the only f elements for which back-

donation is found, in line with their well-known easy oxidation

to MIV. Thus, they cannot be considered as appropriate models

for studying lanthanides/actinides extraction process. They

can just be viewed as reference systems since experimental

data are more available for such metals.

Conclusion

The modeling of thermodynamics trends with quantum chem-

istry methods is very challenging as its aim is to understand the

different phenomena involved in actinide/lanthanide separa-

tion processes. Our DFT energetic calculations on terpy and

MeBTP complexes of trivalent cerium and uranium show a

good qualitative agreement with competition reactions: they

confirm that MeBTP features an increased affinity for both

metals (Ce, U) with respect to terpy as well as a better

selectivity for uranium because of stronger backdonation

effects. A similar energetic comparison using HBTP instead

of MeBTP would have led to erroneous conclusions, remind-

ing us that alkyl moieties have a determining role in the design

of substituted BTP. Similarly, cerium and uranium atoms

prove to be poor models for the study of actinide/lanthanide

selective extraction since covalency is then largely aggravated.

This shows once more that choosing suitable model systems is

a crucial point.

In summary, the bonding analysis as used in this study

provides useful insights into the nature of the chemical bond as

it helps to explain qualitatively complex stabilities. This pre-

pares the ground for real thermodynamic calculations includ-

ing entropy, temperature and solvent effects. Comparisons of

complexes with metals really involved in nuclear spent fuel

(Am, Cm) will then be possible.
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DFT modeling of the relative affinity of nitrogen ligands for 
trivalent f elements: an energetic point of view 

Laurence Petit, Claude Daul, Carlo Adamo and Pascale Maldivi 

SSSSUPPLEMENTARYUPPLEMENTARYUPPLEMENTARYUPPLEMENTARY IIIINFORMATIONNFORMATIONNFORMATIONNFORMATION

SupplementarySupplementarySupplementarySupplementary information 1 information 1 information 1 information 1.... Detailed results for [La(MeBTP)3]3+ in a vacuum and in pyridine 
solvent (COSMO). Experimental values23 are mentioned in parentheses. 

 [La(MeBTP)[La(MeBTP)[La(MeBTP)[La(MeBTP)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+, vacuum, vacuum, vacuum, vacuum  [La(MeBTP)[La(MeBTP)[La(MeBTP)[La(MeBTP)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+, pyridine Cosmo, pyridine Cosmo, pyridine Cosmo, pyridine Cosmo 
Optimized geometries 
d(M-Nc), Å 2.68 (2.67) 2.68 (2.67) 
d(M-Nl), Å 2.66 (2.63) 2.66 (2.63) 
   
Mulliken charges 
q(M), |e-| 2.00 1.98 
q(MeBTP), |e-| 0.33 0.34 
   
Energetic analysis 

EPauli, eV 8.74 8.90 
Eelec, eV -17.84 -19.70 
Esteric, eV -9.11 -10.79 
Eorb, eV -20.54 -18.98 
Esolv (el)*, eV _ 16.76 
Esolv (cd)*, eV _ 0.18 
Etot, eV -29.64 -12.84 

Orbital analysis 
 No backdonationNo backdonationNo backdonationNo backdonation  No backdonationNo backdonationNo backdonationNo backdonation 
 DonationDonationDonationDonation 

0.18 |e-| on d(La) orbitals 
DonationDonationDonationDonation 

0.18 |e-| on d(La) orbitals 

                                               
* el : electrostatic term in the solvation energy – cd : cavitation and dispersion terms in the solvation energy  
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SuSuSuSupplementarypplementarypplementarypplementary information 2 information 2 information 2 information 2.... Energetic decomposition of the different contributions involved in 
the complexation process of M3+ by 3 ligands. Details relative to cerium complexes in the 
optimized geometry of uranium systems and of uranium complexes in the optimized geometry of 
cerium systems is also given. For comparison, the evolution of back-bonding effects is shown. 

 M=CeM=CeM=CeM=Ce  M=UM=UM=UM=U  M=Ce in U M=Ce in U M=Ce in U M=Ce in U 
geometrygeometrygeometrygeometry 

M=U in Ce M=U in Ce M=U in Ce M=U in Ce 
geometrygeometrygeometrygeometry 

[M(Terpy)3]3+     
EPauli, eV 48.61 63.46 57.21 53.63 
Eelec, eV -20.37 -23.76 -23.48 -20.36 
Esteric, eV 28.24 39.70 33.72 33.27 
Eorb, eV -57.56 -70.31 -63.33 -63.22 
Ebonding, eV -29.32 -30.62 -29.60 -29.94 

Back-bonding, |e-| 0.08 0.48 0.16 0.30 

[M(MeBTP)3]3+

EPauli, eV 52.24 68.79 61.79 57.84 
Eelec, eV -21.64 -25.50 -25.03 -21.77 
Esteric, eV 30.60 43.29 36.76 36.08 
Eorb, eV -61.52 -75.23 -67.45 -67.88 
Ebonding, eV -30.91 -31.94 -30.69 -31.80 

Back-bonding, |e-| 0.16 0.59 0.25 0.47 

[M(HBTP)3]3+     
EPauli, eV 51.35 67.30   
Eelec, eV -21.29 -24.95   
Esteric, eV 30.06 42.35   
Eorb, eV -58.86 -72.27   
Ebonding, eV -28.79 -29.92   
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SupplementarSupplementarSupplementarSupplementaryyyy information information information information 3333. Percentage contributions of the electrostatic and orbital terms to 
the metal-ligand bond. 

 [Ce(terpy)[Ce(terpy)[Ce(terpy)[Ce(terpy)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+ [U(terpy)[U(terpy)[U(terpy)[U(terpy)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+ [Ce(MeBTP)[Ce(MeBTP)[Ce(MeBTP)[Ce(MeBTP)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+ [U(MeBTP)[U(MeBTP)[U(MeBTP)[U(MeBTP)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+ [Ce([Ce([Ce([Ce(HHHHBTP)BTP)BTP)BTP)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+ [U([U([U([U(HHHHBTP)BTP)BTP)BTP)3333]]]]3+3+3+3+

%elec 26.1 25.3 26.0 25.3 26.6 25.7 
%orb 73.9 74.7 74.0 74.7 73.4 74.3 
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